JRS Romania continued during 2020 to implement multiannual Projects with funds from EU, Government, UNHCR & other donors.

- JRS Romania is assisting all categories of foreigners in Romania: refugees, asylum seekers, tolerated persons, legal and illegal migrants, relocated refugees, intra EU refugees, Dublin migrants, stateless persons etc.

Total incomes: 4,566,804.80 lei (~932,000.98 euro)
Total expenditures: 4,580,448.00 lei (~934,785.19 euro)
JRS is covering all area of activities: integration, reception conditions, border, detention, voluntary return, asylum etc.

JRS Romania concluded many partnerships with other NGOs, authorities, universities etc.

JRS succeeded in developing better practices and laws, being also part of many networks at European level.

JRS developed many national campaigns on mass-media and online.
JRS Romania is present in all governmental centres

JRS presence in country

JRS is present at all border points, including international airports